1 Lead metal was vaporized and trapped in solid xenon at 12K. Electronic absorption and resonance Raman spectra were recorded of the resulting matrix, which was shown to contain Pb ? , Pb l , and possibly Pb 4 molecular species. The vibrational frequency for Pb 2 is determined to be 108 cm-1 for the ground state, with a dissociation energy of -18200 cm -1 . A 03h symmetry is indicated for the Pb 3 species, with v l =117 cm-1 and v 2= 96 cm-1.
Introduction
The development of matrix isolation techniques has promoted an interest in recent years in the spectroscopy of the vapors above high temperature solids, and in particular the study of simple species which may be trapped or grown through diffusion in low temperature inert solids. Recently, the powerful matrix isolation method has been applied to some of the heavier Group IV diatomic species. Teichman, et. al. [1] and Epting, et. al. [2] have reported detailed results of absorption, fluorescence, and resonance Raman spectra of Sn 2 in argon matrices. ., ACCESS DI' Pli., value first determined by Shawhan [41 in gas phase studies using a tube furnace. Teichman and Nixon observed absorption and emission of Pb 2 in rare gas matrices [5] , From analysis of the laser-excited emission of the A-X transition, they proposed that the ground state is actually two near-degenerate low-lying states separated by about 110 cm -1 , each with a vibrational frequency of approximately 220 cm -1 . The vibrational frequency is in agreement with that reported by Weniger [6] in the analysis of the E-X transition in gaseous Pb 2 . Finally, in the most recent work, Bondybey and English [7] have reinvestigated the emission and excitation spectra of Pb 2 in argon matrices. They note at least five new electronic states lower in energy than the previous A state, and have proposed a re-labeling of the states. The A state is now designated FOB, a notation adopted in this paper. Analysis of the emission spectra, and reconsideration of the Deslandres , and no spectra of any type for Pb aggregates higher than the diatomic molecule.
In our laboratory, we have initiated an experimental program utilizing matrix isolation techniques for the study of free radical and high temperature molecules, As a first effort to explore the problems of obtaining Raman spectra of matrix isolated species, it was decided to investigate the spectra of lead molecules. In particular, since the F-X transition of Pb 2 in xenon [3] is.resonant with several of the Ar ion laser emissions, we were interested in the possibilities of obtaining resonance Raman spectra of this species. We report the successful results of our efforts to record this spectrum, as well ar, data which suggests the isolation of higher order Pb aggregates. Figure 1 , with data derived from these given in Table 1 . Spectra were recorded at approximately SK intervals from I 45K to 15K to determine frequency shifts of the absorptions with -3 -II temperature, in the hope that the maxima could be "tuned" by temperature variation in or out of exact resonance with the laser emissions. However, no significant shifts were noted over this range, the major change being a strong increase in the opacity (or scattering) of the matrix as the temperature was lowered. This limited the short wavelength accessibility to above 350 nm. The strongest absorptions were those attributed to Pb 2 by earlier inve t^tigators, and two weaker absorptions in the blue were also seen. No structured absorptions which could be assigned to species other than the dimer were recorded.
Raman spectra were recorded using the available Ar ion laser excitation Table 2 .
Discussion

A. Pb2
The absorption spectra presented in Figure 1 are very similar to the spectra of lead vapor trapped in solid xenon published by Brewer and Chang [3] . The structured band near 500 nm, in the notation proposed by Bondybey and English [7] , has been assigned to the F-X transition in diatomic lead.
Our calculated vibrational parameters for the F0+ state, from the data in Table 1 , yield we 172 cm-1 and wexe 1.8 cm in in good agreement with the IFA -4 -values reported by previous investigators for both gas and matrix studies [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . The unstructured band in the red, extending from 15600-16300 cm-1, has been assigned by Bondybey and English to the CO+-X transition in Pb2.
Spectra published by Teichman and Nixon [5] show this band with a well-defined vibrational structure. These researchers also reported two weak bands in the blue to ultraviolet near 23000 cm -1 and 34000 cm "19 respectively, which they tentatively attributed to Pb 2 . Although we were unable to obtain spectra below 350 nm, our spectra show two weak and unstructured bands near 22000 cm -1 and 24000 cm -1 . The Raman data presented below suggest that the 22000 cm -1 band in particular may be due to 1b 3 instead of the dimer. As mentioned above, no appreciable frequency shifts were noted when the matrix temperature was varied.
The raw Raman data presented in Table 2 indicate 'the presence of at least two distinct molecular species in the matrix. It can be seen that, as the excitation wavelength is changed from the green to the blue, one strong progression is replaced by another of different spacing. The low fundamental frequencies of these progressions suggest that they are due to molecular lead species. The data of Table 2 are reorganized and presented in Table 3 whereas for a tetrahedral structure, the distribution takes the form:
A l + E + F 2 (Td).
In either case, only one totally symmetric mode is expected with significant intensity in the Raman spectrum even though three modes are Raman active. A clear distinction between the two structures is, therefore, not possible. However, the cubic close-packed structure of bulk lead [91 suggests that a tetrahedral model is preferable. This choice is consistent with a mechanism for the growth of the tetramer from a 03h trimer by simple atom addition and new bond formation, a process which, for a resulting tetrahedral Pb 4 , requires no bond breaking. Such bona breaking is required for the square planar structure. 
